
ROMANIZATION SYSTEM FOR GREEK
ELOT 743 System: BGN/PCGN 1996 Agreement

This romanization system supersedes the one which was approved by the BGN and the PCGN 
in 1962.  It corresponds to the system devised by the Hellenic Organization for Standardization and  
approved for international use at the Fifth United Nations Conference on the Standardization of  
Geographical Names in 1987.
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NOTES
1.  Stress is shown in Greek by the use of the acute accent. This mark will be represented in romani-

Athína Ntía. If the stressed vowel is written as 
a sequence of two vowel characters in Greek, the second vowel character would usually carry the 
accent. In romanization the acute accent would in these cases similarly be placed over the second 

Oinoússes Oíti.

 When a syllable containing one of the combinations , , or  carries the stress, this is usually 
marked in Greek on the character . When these character combinations are romanized av, af, ev, 
ef, iv or if Ávra  
Gávrio Kallipéfka. When the character combinations , ,  or  are roman-
ized ay, ey, iy or oy, and the stress is found in Greek on the character , then in romanization the 
stress would be marked on the letter y.

 Stress accents are sometimes omitted in Greek, for example, in words and names printed wholly in 
uppercase characters, but in romanization the stress should always be determined and marked with 
an acute accent. Usually there is no stress above the vowel character of monosyllabic words, e.g., 

Kos. In Greek abbreviations, any accent which may be found should not be romanized.

 
Marinéïka .

3. In some older maps and publications employing an older form of the Greek language, certain  
accents and non-alphabetical characters may be encountered. These should be treated as follows:

Greek accent Representation in romanization

 Any other marks and accents not previously mentioned should be ignored.
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